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1 Abstract

People populate the web with content relevant to
their lives, content that millions of others rely on
for information and guidance. However, the web
is not a perfect representation of lived experience:
some topics appear in greater proportion online
than their true incidence in our population, while
others are deflated. This paper presents a large
scale data collection study of this phenomenon. We
collect webpages about 21 topics of interest captur-
ing roughly 200,000 webpages, and then compare
each topic’s popularity to representative national
surveys as ground truth. We find that rare expe-
riences are inflated on the web (by a median of
7x), while common experiences are deflated (by a
median of 0.7x). We further examine topics re-
flecting opinions and personal views by training su-
pervised machine learning classifiers using crowd-
sourced page annotations, and find that simple lo-
gistic regression classification performs with nearly
perfect accuracy on the simpler classification task,
but much lower accuracy on more complex classi-
fication.

2 Introduction

The web may be the most expansive record of hu-
man experience to date, yet there are striking ex-
amples of the ways in which we have authored a
distorted reflection of our lives [3, 5]. Consider
chest pain, for example: if someone browses the
web and looks at pages about chest pain, they
might conclude that chest pain will signal an im-
minent heart attack rather than a temporary an-
noyance [24]. If the web differs significantly from
lived experience, then, we must modify our tactics
for using the web to inform our research as well as
personal decisions.

In this paper, we seek to measure the differ-
ence between what people actually experience and
what experiences are given visibility on the web.
For 21 topics (e.g., religion, smartphone owner-
ship, opinion on same-sex marriage) made up of
74 total components (traits, e.g., being Christian,
Jewish, or Muslim; owning an iPhone or Android;

supporting same-sex marriage or not) we perform
a geographically-restricted web crawl from a neu-
tral seed query. We then annotate a sample of the
resulting pages to quantify how the internet rep-
resents each component, and compare the propor-
tion to representative ground truth statistics from
the same region (e.g., Pew surveys in the United
States). We subsequently focus on topics involv-
ing political opinion issues, and use the annotated
sample of webpages along with those pages’ HTML
to train two classifiers: the first to decide whether a
page is on- or off-topic (i.e. whether it broadly dis-
cusses a specific topic), and the second more spe-
cific classifier to determine the page’s stance (i.e.
whether its stance is pro-, anti-, or neutral on the
given topic).

We find that uncommon experiences (< 10% of
ground truth) are inflated by a factor of 7 rela-
tive to their ground truth value, dominant experi-
ences (> 60%) are deflated to about 0.7 times their
ground truth value, and components in the mid-
dle region appear roughly in proportion to their
ground truth counterparts, at a factor of 0.9. We
also find that with simple logistic regression clas-
sification techniques we achieve 96.50% accuracy
for the on/off-topic classifier, and 75.57% accuracy
for the pro/anti/both classifier, both of which are
comparable with human accuracy.

In summary, we propose (1) a novel method
(crawl-vs-ground-truth) for quantifying the differ-
ence between human experiences and what peo-
ple share on the web. Using this method, we (2)
observe that unpopular experiences are overrepre-
sented by nearly 7x on the web and that popular
experiences are underrepresented by 0.7x. We then
(3) train high accuracy classifiers to allow this anal-
ysis to be done automatically at large scale, even
across the entire web.

3 Related Work

In many domains, information on the web performs
well as a reflection of lived experience. Previous
research has shown that online media, for instance,
accurately portrays our ground truth friendships
[4]. Further, social media data can be used to train



models that effectively model trends in health [20],
the stock market [7], movie box-office success [1],
and even some elements of our personality profile
[10].

In some domains, however, information col-
lected by the web compares less favorably with
ground truth reality. Cultural and social biases
affecting content creation are well-documented on
Wikipedia [3, 5], as well as on social media sites
[12]. Search engines, a popular tool for finding in-
formation online, are a similarly imperfect repre-
sentation of the world, as are the queries users issue
to them, which can carry subtle personal, social,
and political biases [23, 11].

Why does the Web accurately portray some ex-
periences and not others? Looking more broadly
at the entire web, there are a variety of reasons
content created online might deviate from lived ex-
perience. These include individual-level biases and
behaviors such as availability bias, diffusion of re-
sponsibility, and self-censorship [13]. Such behav-
iors stem from individual motivations both intrin-
sic and extrinsic in nature [15, 8], including per-
sonal reputation, monetary compensation, altru-
ism, and self-expression [19, 18].

Efforts attempting to correct information imbal-
ances on the web have employed a variety of tac-
tics, including encouraging members of online com-
munities to contribute by emphasizing the unique-
ness of their perspectives [2], guiding people to
work that needs to be done [6], and by facilitating
the consumption of counterattitudinal information
through the use of browser widgets [17].

The implications of the web’s reflection of hu-
man experience are varied and meaningful, partic-
ularly because web users do not understand these
discrepancies [9], and because individuals can mis-
take the frequency of encountering an opinion for
a proxy of its ground truth frequency [22]. This
can have serious consequences for individual web
users, as well as for researchers using web data to
make predictions about the real world [24, 12]. Un-
derstanding the web’s ability to reflect or distort
reality is critical both for consumers and producers
of information online.

4 Crowdsourcing

We begin by looking at how closely the volume
of experiences reported on the web match ground
truth data. To investigate this relationship we
compared content from web crawls to population-
representative surveys such as Pew.

To cover a broad sample of topics, we began with
three major categories of information:

• Identity topics, reflecting affiliations: e.g., re-
ligion, political party

• Experience topics, describing people’s actions:
e.g., smartphone ownership, sport viewership

• Opinion topics, reflecting personal views: e.g.,
same-sex marriage, marijuana legalization

Identity topics reflect passive beliefs, experience
topics reflect active decisions, and opinion topics
reflect personal beliefs.

4.1 Method

We chose 7 topics in each of the above types for
investingation, yielding a total of 21 topics (Ta-
ble 4). Some, such as abortion, are hotly debated;
others, such as airline popularity, are less active.
Each category had between two and six compo-
nents (µ = 3.5, σ = 1.5), for a total of 74 compo-
nents.

After identifying the ground truth for each topic
(see all ground truth numbers in the Appendix,
Table 5), we (i) collect a set of on-topic webpages
through a crawl that simulates the averaged behav-
ior of random web users. We then (ii) label a ran-
dom sub-sample of on-topic webpages according to
each topic’s components. Finally, we (iii) compare
the statistical estimates produced by crowd an-
notation to nationally-representative survey statis-
tics.

To discuss the crowdworker component more
specifically, for each topic, after collecting 10,000
relevant pages, we sent a subset of 500-600 on-topic
pages to crowdworkers from Amazon Mechanical
Turk, where microtask workers labeled the rele-
vance of each page to the given topic, and to all
components within that topic. For example, for
the same-sex marriage topic we asked crowdwork-
ers whether the page contained content related to
same-sex marriage, and whether the page reflected
a pro-same-sex marriage viewpoint, an anti-same-
sex marriage viewpoint, or both.

To verify the quality of our annotations, we
hand-annotated 20 pages for a subset of 6 top-
ics (2 identity, 2 experience, 2 opinion) blind to
Turker annotations, and calculated Cohens kappa
as a metric of inter-rater reliability. The aver-
age unweighted Cohen’s kappa across this subset
of 6 topics was 0.784, indicating good agreement
between our ratings and the Turkers’. Further,
since this metric is unweighted, it does not dis-
tinguish between inter-rater judgements that were
completely different compared to those in which
our annotations differed from Turker annotations
by judgment on a single component; therefore, we
expect this kappa value to be a lower bound. We
thus trusted the Turkers’ ratings as accurate.

Annotation by crowdworkers produced 600 an-
notated pages per topic. We experimented with
rating additional pages for several topics, and
found that components’ proportions were fairly



Figure 1: Representation of components within the
religion topic stabilized at a sample size of 500-600
pages.

stable by 600 pages and do not change with more
annotated pages (Figure 1).

4.2 Results

In total, our crawler collected approximately
200,000 web pages across the 21 topics, and crowd-
workers manually annotated over 12,000 of them.
Webpages collected by our crawler ranged broadly
in type and content, and included articles from in-
dividuals’ personal webpages and blogs, news sites
(e.g., CNN, New Yorker), organizations’ webpages
(e.g., Planned Parenthood, Southwest Airlines),
and social media content (e.g., specific tweets,
Facebook pages).

Figure 2 and Table 5 present each topic com-
ponents relative ground truth prominence against
its representation online. Therefore, in the case
of a null result in which every topic component
is proportionally represented online and in ground
truth, we expect to see all data points fall on the
line y = x in Figure 2; the notable deviations from
this line in our data reflect discrepancies between
the web and reality. Identity and experience top-
ics behaved nearly identically, and opinion topics
displayed an even stronger bias (Figure 3).

In our data, uncommon components—those with
ground truth percentages less than 10%—were
over-represented (see Table 4). The median un-
common component appeared online at 6.7 times
its ground truth rate. As an example, while only
4% of the American population self-identifies as
Atheist or Agnostic, 14% of the webpages crawled
on the topic of religion mentioned atheism or ag-
nositicism. Similarly, while heart attacks account
for only 10% of chest pain incidents, over half of the
pages we crawled (53%) mentioned heart attack as
a cause for chest pain.

Figure 2: Web crawl vs. ground truth percentages
for each of 74 components across 21 topics, colored
by topic type.

Figure 3: Experience and Identity topics (left) in-
flate uncommon components and deflate common
ones, but components of opinion topics (right) are
equally represented.

Dominant components are those whose ground
truth is greater than 60%. The median domi-
nant component appeared online at 0.66 times its
ground truth rate. A strikingly strong example:
while 85% of the American population watches
football, only 26% of the rated sports pages dis-
cussed it. Likewise, while 68% of the American
population is racially white, only 30% of webpages
about race mentioned that identity.

Opinion topics deviated from y = x even more
strongly, with points clustering near the line y =
50% (Figure 3). Regardless of ground truth rep-
resentation, each side of these debates was repre-
sented equally relative to the other — for example,
opinions about both for and against topics as dif-
ferent in public opinion as same-sex marriage (56%



in favor to 43% against in ground truth) and hu-
man cloning (15% in favor to 85% against) both
displayed this 50%-50% balance.

As before, we fit a line to opinion datapoints
(web = 0.033 ∗ ground + 48.3, R2 = 0.02) and
tested whether this pattern was significantly dif-
ferent from y = x (β = 1). We found that opinion
topics, like experience and identity, deviated sig-
nificantly from ground truth (p < 0.001).

5 Classifiers

While annotating a random sample of webpages
generated by randomly walking a portion of the
web does provide significant insight into the infor-
mation patterns present online, the ultimate goal
of this project is to understand the entirety of the
web as a single corpus. Having collected crowd-
sourced annotations for hundreds of pages, we are
in a position to automate this process using ma-
chine learning classifiers.

For this section, we focus on opinion topics which
are unique in their structure—every opinion topic
has exactly three components: pro-, anti-, or both.
This makes analysis across opinion topics meaning-
ful. Additionally, these were the topics which, in
our previous analysis, showed the most dramatic
and interesting trend. The opinion topics consid-
ered are legality of abortion, morality of human
cloning, gun control, morality of polygamy, and
mandatory vaccination.

We train two classifiers: an on/off topic classi-
fier, which determines whether a page is broadly
relevant to a particular topic (in our crowd-
sourced tasks this question was phrased “Does the
main text of this page discuss [topic]?”); and a
pro/anti/both classifier which determines what the
main positions of the webpage are (asked as “What
specific viewpoints on [topic] are mentioned in the
main text of this page?”).

5.1 Method

While crawling the web, we collected HTML from
the webpages which crowdworkers annotated. As a
result, we were able to match 600 pages of text with
their crowdworker-annotated labels. We extract
text from HTML using the html2text library. Pre-
processing then continues by tokenizing the text
using a Bag of Words model using a count vec-
torizer into sparse vectors representing the words
used on each page. We allow our classifiers to use
N-grams of length 1 to 3 (inclusive), and addition-
ally remove common stopwords. We subsequently
use the webpage URL to match a page’s vector
representation to a label.

On/Off Topic Classifier
The on/off topic classifier determines whether a

LR SVM
Test CV Test CV

Abortion 1.0 0.989 1.0 0.979
Cloning 1.0 0.994 1.0 0.993
Guns 1.0 0.992 1.0 0.986
Marijuana 0.996 0.959 1.0 0.932
Polygamy 1.0 0.988 1.0 0.975
Vaccination 1.0 0.985 1.0 0.985

Table 1: Logistic Regression (LR) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) classifiers both perform
with high accuracy on both test sets and 10-
fold cross-validation (CV) when trained to detect
whether a page is on- or off-topic.

LR SVM
Test CV Test CV

Abortion 1.0 0.646 1.0 0.631
Cloning 0.995 0.703 0.995 0.703
Guns 1.0 0.501 1.0 0.520
Marijuana 0.776 0.413 0.768 0.383
Polygamy 1.0 0.606 1.0 0.584
Vaccination 0.989 0.511 0.995 0.568

Table 2: Logistic Regression (LR) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) classifiers overfit signifi-
cantly and perform much less well when trained to
detect whether a page contains pro-, anti-, or both
viewpoints on various opinion topics.

page is broadly “on topic” about a particular topic.
The labels for this page are binary, 1 if on-topic, 0
otherwise. Using Python’s Scikit-Learn library, we
train a variety of different classifiers in this stage
per topic. In other words, each topic has its own
on/off topic classifier. We split our data so that
80% is used in training and 20% is held out for
testing. We also perform 10-fold cross-validation
on this data.

Pro/Anti/Both Classifier
This second classifier is a more difficult pass;
our inter-rater reliability was 0.784 using Cohen’s
kappa, indicating good (but certainly not perfect)
agreement. This kappa value is an underesti-
mate of pure agreement, since it takes into account
agreement occurring by chance.

Here, too, we train separate classifiers for each
topic. In this case we use one-vs-rest classifiers
since there are three different groups: pro-[topic],
anti-[topic], and both topics represented. Again,
we use count vectorizers, stripping stopwords and
punctuation and allowing n-grams up to n = 3.
To make the vectors less large, we also ensure
that each word has a minimum of two occurrences
across the corpus in order to include it.



Figure 4: A word cloud from documents on-topic
about abortion reflects relevant words in the de-
bate such as “fetus” and “law”.

Figure 5: A word cloud from documents on-topic
about marijuana reflects relevant words in the de-
bate such as “drug” and “legalization”.

5.2 Results

As Table 1 shows, our first classifier is very highly
accurate, performing with near perfect accuracy
on both test sets and after considering cross-
validation. This is reflective of the fact that de-
termining whether a page is broadly on the topic
of a certain issue is a fairly simple task; each of
these topics have certain distinguishing terms that
rarely appear on other pages.

On the other hand, Table 2 reflects the difficulty
in accurately identifying what specific viewpoints
are present on a page. While these accuracies are
much higher than chance (for 3 options chance is
0.33̄), they are notably lower than human raters
(0.784). This suggests that identifying specific
viewpoints and arguments is a difficult task, one
which classifiers and humans struggle with alike.

Since these classifiers are based on characteris-
tic words on these webpages, it is also interesting
to examine the different common words used in
the HTML of our webpages. We can visualize the
words used in documents as a word cloud, as shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 6: Differences in word clouds between those
who are in favor and those opposed to mandatory
vaccination show that the same debate is framed
differently by proponents and opponents.

Gun Rights Gun Control
december people
2012 2014
people control
would suicide
control violence
think school
know news
make shooting

Table 3: Advocates for gun rights use words includ-
ing first-person pronouns, whereas those in favor of
gun control emphasize words referencing violence.

We can also compare the difference between
words in pro- versus anti- documents, rather than
grouping all words from a topic’s pages together,
both through word clouds and other methods. Fig-
ure ?? shows interesting differences in the words
used by those who are pro-mandatory vaccination,
who reference vaccination successes like “polio,”
and those who are against it, and use words like
“autism”.

The results, as shown in Table 3, show that op-
posing sides of a debate use different words when
describing the same issue. In the particular is-
sue of gun rights, those advocating for less regu-
lation use first-person verbs like “think,” “make,”
and “know.” Meanwhile, those in favor of greater
regulation use words referencing school shootings.
Notably, dates refering to relevant events or leg-
islation (e.g. December 2012, when the shooting
at Sandy Hook occurred, spurring relevant legisla-
tion and discussion) are also present among these
most common words. For further analysis of text,
files with the most common words in each topic
and each component as well as their frequencies
are included with the handin of this assignment.

6 Discussion

We found that the web overrepresents rare expe-
riences at the expense of the most popular ones,
which it underrepresents relative to ground truth.
We then show that we can combine crowdsourced
labels with webpage HTML to train simple clas-



sifiers that to automatically annotate webpages
with relatively high accuracy compared to human
raters; however, more complicated classifiation to
determine what specific viewpoints are present on
a page is not easily learned by a classifier.

6.1 Limitations & Future Work

The need to have human annotations limits our
original data collection to 200,000 webpages, with
a random sample of only 500-600 pages being an-
notated. In addition, those pages were collected
by randomly walking the web, which mimics web
user activity online but requires an unbiased choice
of seed for the crawl (otherwise pages collected
will skew in some direction and results will not
be valid). While in practice we do find that our
crawler collects a good balance of webpages, now
that we have developed classifiers for automatic
annotation we have the opportunity to extend this
project across the entire web, for example by run-
ning our classifiers across the Internet Archive
or CommonCrawl, repositories that take regular
snapshots of the whole searchable web.

6.2 Implications

The results from this paper suggest that there are
systematic biases in the extent to which different
information is represented online. Two types of
users are especially affected by these biases: lay-
persons who rely on the web for information areas
they lack expertise, and computational social sci-
ence researchers that leverage observational data
from the Web in their work. Machine learning pre-
diction models, for example, may mistake popula-
tion priors, and descriptive research from crawls of
online communities may misrepresent the actual
experiences of individuals in those communities.

Many users that rely on the web are unaware
of its shortcomings [9]. As the web is increasingly
integrated into everyday lives, individuals’ percep-
tions of the world and their place in it may be
skewed by the Web’s biases. These skewed con-
texts can have dramatic results on their behaviors
[21].

7 Conclusion

The web is an emergent product of millions of au-
thors. So it is striking that we have, collectively,
transformed the relative volumes of our lived ex-
periences so consistently on the web. Through a
large-scale web crawl across 21 topics and 74 com-
ponents, we see that unpopular experiences are
overrepresented by nearly 7x on the public web,
and popular experiences are underrepresented, at
0.7x. While there are many mechanisms at play,

we see evidence that novelty bias may capture a
micro-scale behavior contributing to the macro-
scale result. As a community, we are learning
more about why people share content on the web
(e.g., [16, 18, 19]), but our results make clear that
more attention can be paid to naturalistic inves-
tigations of when and under what conditions this
occurs (e.g., [14]). With tongue firmly in cheek, we
note that the best way to spread this message may
be to ensure that it represents a sufficiently un-
common position, and thus achieves a disporpor-
tionately large impact.
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Topic
Name

Topic
Type

Ground
Truth

Seed Query Components

City of resi-
dence

Identity US Census “US city” New York, NY; Los Angeles, CA; Chicago, IL;
Houston, TX; Philadelphia, PA

Gender Identity US Census “gender” Female/Women; Male/Men; Transgender/Other
Feminism Identity YouGov “gender equality” Pro-equality feminist; pro-equality but not femi-

nist
Political affil-
iation

Identity Gallup “American politi-
cal parties”

Democratic Party; Republican Party; Indepen-
dent parties

Race Identity US Census “race in America” White; Black/African American; American In-
dian/Alaska Native; Asian; Hispanic/Latino

Religion Identity Pew “religion” Christianity; Atheism/Agnositicism; Judaism;
Buddhism; Islam; Hinduism

Sexual orien-
tation

Identity CDC “sexual orienta-
tion”

Straight/Heterosexual;
Gay/Lesbian/Homosexual; Other (Bisexual-
Pansexual/Asexual/Queer/etc).

Abortion Opinion Pew “abortion debate” Anti-abortion; Pro-abortion
Gun owner-
ship

Opinion Pew “gun debate” Anti-gun ownership; Pro-gun ownership

Human
cloning

Opinion Gallup “cloning debate” Anti-human cloning; Pro-human cloning

Mandatory
vaccination

Opinion Pew “vaccine debate” Anti-mandatory vaccination; Pro-mandatory
vaccination

Marijuana le-
galization

Opinion Pew “marijuana legal-
ization debate”

Anti-legalization; Pro-legalization

Polygamy Opinion Gallup “polygamy de-
bate”

Anti-polygamy; Pro-polygamy

Same-sex
marriage

Opinion Gallup “gay marriage de-
bate”

Anti-same-sex marriage; Pro-same-sex marriage

Airlines Experience DOT “airlines” American Airlines; Delta; Jet Blue; Southwest;
US Airways; United

Chest pain Experience [24] “chest pain” Heartburn; Heart attack; Indigestion
Fast food Experience Rudd

Center
for Food
Policy

“fast food” Burger King; McDonald’s; Subway; Taco Bell;
Wendy’s

Headache Experience [24] “headache” Caffeine withdrawal; Tension; Brain Tumor
Music genres Experience Statista “music genre” Alternative; Country; Hip Hop/Rap; Metal;

R&B; Rock
Smartphones Experience Pew “smartphones” Android; Blackberry; iPhone; Windows
Sports Experience Nielsen “sports” Baseball; Basketball; Football; Hockey; Soccer

Table 4: Our study covered 74 components in 21 topics, all oriented around human identity, opinions,
and experiences. Here we report the source of the ground-truth data for each, as well as the seed query
we used for the crawl.



Component GT % Web % Component GT % Web % Component GT % Web %
Religion Smartphones Marijuana Legalization
Christian 78.4 62 Android 48 30 Pro-legalization 56.2 62
Atheist/Agnostic 4.0 14.0 iPhone 43 34 Anti-legalization 43.8 38
Jewish 1.7 5 Blackberry 7 29 Same-sex Marriage
Buddhist 0.7 7 Windows 2 7 Pro-same-sex marriage 56.7 53.0
Muslim 0.6 9.0 Fast Food Anti-same-sex marriage 43.3 47.0
Hindu 0.4 3.0 McDonald’s 49.2 26.4 Gun Ownership
Political Parties Wendy’s 16.7 6.8 Pro-gun control 49.4 51.1
Republican 24 29.5 Subway 11.9 27.1 Anti-gun control 50.5 48.9
Democrat 28.0 21.9 Burger King 11.9 19.5 Abortion
Independent 46.0 48.6 Taco Bell 10.3 20.2 Anti-abortion 42.6 55.3
Cities Headache Pro-abortion 57.4 44.7
New York, NY 43.4 34.8 Caffeine 25 20.7 Feminist Identity
Los Angeles, CA 20.1 20.6 Tension 75 60.1 Pro-equality feminist 24.3 15.5
Chicago, IL 14.1 12.8 Brain Tumor 0.1 19.1 Pro-equality & not feminists 75.6 84.5
Houston, TX 11.2 24.1 Chest Pain Sexual Orientation
Philadelphia, PA 11.2 7.8 Indigestion 38 14 Heterosexual 96.6 20.8
Race Heartburn 52 33 Homosexual 1.6 39.5
White 67.9 29.9 Heart attack 10 53 Bisexual 0.7 22.3
Black/African American 11.5 32.0 Music Genre Other 1.1 17.4
American Indian 1.0 9.2 Alternative 17.0 19.3 Airlines
Asian 4.6 10.7 Country 13.5 10.4 Delta 23.5 13.2
Hispanic/Latino 14.9 11.8 Metal 10.0 12.0 JetBlue 5.9 30.4
Gender R&B 17.1 12.9 U.S. Airways 11.8 1.9
Female 50.0 43.1 Rap 8.5 16.7 United 17.6 14.1
Male 49.0 37.8 Rock 34.0 28.7 Southwest 23.5 30.1
Transgender 0.3 19.1 Polygamy American 17.6 10.3
Human Cloning Pro-polygamy 16.9 51.1 Sports
Pro-cloning 13.5 47.8 Anti-polygamy 83.1 48.5 Football 85.7 26
Anti-cloning 86.5 52.2 Mandatory Vaccination Basketball 6.9 20

Anti-vaccination 28.8 49.3 Baseball 3.4 23
Pro-vaccination 71.1 50.7 Hockey 2.5 13

Soccer 1.6 18

Table 5: Ground truth (GT) and web percentages for all 74 components across 21 topics.


